
BOB logistics mtg 21 march 23 - Q&A

Question Answer

Is everyone on mute by default? Just confirming Yes, All attendees are on mute. You may use the Q&A for questions

It says the rain date for the event is April 14 which is before the actual event of April 28. Is that accurate and how will it be decided if April 14 is the date for the event? The rain date is no longer an option. The event will be April 28th Rain or Shine

Could you let us know the poster number? Can you please clearify your question

Can we bring the phisical poster? You may bring a physical poster, but you also need to upload the poster online.

Are the posters a requirement? No, but there is a best team poster category that teams can win

Are the answer options listed with their author & title, or do you have to pick it separately. together

Many of the books have a “bonus” section containing chapters of another book by the same author.  Are these extra chapters considered fair game for the BoB questions?  Technically, those chapters are not part of the designated book.live answered

Many of the books have a “bonus” section containing chapters of another book by the same author.  Are these extra chapters considered fair game for the BoB questions?  Technically, those chapters are not part of the designated book.this was answered live

Will the answer options always be the correct author paired with the book or will there be a mismatch between author and book to test their knowlege of author and book? live answered

Will any of the questons be an actual illustration from one of the books, or simply a verbal description of an illustration? live answered

Just curious why this author event was scheduled for HCPSS spring break when many kids may be out of town? It is a virtural event, on a date the author was available.

Is the meet the author only for BOB teams or open to everyone? Open to anyone

Is the author q&a limited number event or Yes

How many answers will they have to choose from when a question is asked? 4

Will you provide a map of areas as well as the location of the gates? Yes

Can parents get there later? One parent in my group has a prior engagement ending at 8 p.m. Can she enter Merriweather after that? Yes, Students must arrive by 6:45. Guests/Parents may arrive anytime during the event

Could you please provide a map of the location of the entry gates? We will do this on our website ahead of the event. It is not ready to post yet

Will titles/authors be listed together or do kids need to choose 1 from each category? Together. 

can you win the poster contest even if you don’t bring a physical poster to the event? Can the digital copy count as your entry? Yes, the digital posters are what will be judged

Does the entire team need to be present to check in? No, you can check-in as you arrive and meet at the Lawn or your seats

are the titles already matched up with the correct authors on the answer key? they are matched correctly

We know what our section is, are seats assigned within the section or is it first come first serve? Seats are assigned and given at check-in

So parents and family of the participants are allowed to spectate the event? Yes, from the lawn

Will Co-coaches be able to sit with the team or only 1 coach? Only one coach because we have limited space

For family spectators ,do they park also in the same areas as assigned to teams based on the team seats? yes

How will students teams talk among themselves to answer a question if they are seated in a row? Previously, students were on a May together so could form a circle Students did not have a problem talking amongst themselves at last years event. There is enough room to lean in and chat.

You said assistant coaches are on the lawn. I thought each team was able to have 2 registered coaches with them? Unfortuinitly there is not enough space. Only one Coach may sit with the team.

is it ok to keep the drinks and food with team during the event? Yes

Do the 30 seconds timer start after the question is read twice? The timer starts after the question is read the 2nd time

The Merriweather map listed some sections that might be uncovered. 204 was one of them. I thought all the students participating would be under covered portion. So is it possible that some will end up not under the canopy if it rains?All students will be in covered sections

Does the timer begin when the question is asked or after it is read to the students? After it is read

Is the question tagged as Bonus category Can you please clearify your question

Can students change their answer within the 30 seconds? live answered

Thank you so much for organizing an author Q&A!  How exciting! Your Welcome!

How many teams are participating? 315

For each question, are the students given all the books as possible answers, or a smaller number? Just 4

It states one coach sits with team, and the other coach will be in the section in the back.  Is it possible for the coaches to switch during the night?  So, each coach can spend time with team. Yes, you can switch during the event

are co-coaches able to switch out at the break? The break would be a perfect time to switch but you may switch as nessasary.

when our poster is done on Jam board,what us the drop box account name? there is a link to upload on our BOB webpage

Is there a clock displayed to show how much time is left for the team to answer the question? Yes

How is sportsmanship being evaluated? live answered

Is it confirmed that coaches will be able to sit with their own teams? In the previous meeting there was discussion that coaches may sit with teams from other schools. Thanks! one coach may sit with the team

Is there any particular dimension for the digital poster? Can we draw / sketch the poster and upload in jpeg format? live answered

All of the teams from our school are in the same section.  Is that the same for all the schools?  That basically means that teams from the same school are being asked to compete against each other. live answered

I am not understanding how the questions will be answered. Why is there an answer key if there are 4 choices? Are the choices A1, B2, C3, D4 (for example) live answered
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Can a costume use feather boas? Yes

What time is event estimated to end? No later than 11 pm

Within each seating group, can the team members sit anywhere (together though)? yes

When is the approximate time that the dance break will happen? i.e. before the Battle or during half time? live answered

Regarding a mask covering eyes- can a mask that is worn just around the eyes, (like a bandit?) with large eye holes be worn? yes

Are questions multiple choice (with 4 answers like last year) or are all the books possible answers for each question this year? all of the books are possable answers

DId you say we are running out of time on the posters -- didn't drop box only open today? the Dropbox is open now, Posters are due  April 2

are we (coaches) allowed to have our phones to take pictures during the event? live answered

Can the digital poster be an animated gif? live answered

Are the bonus category questions which have 4 points called out as “ Bonus question” yes

My question was not answered above.  Will it be answered during the presentation? (the one about bonus chapters at the end of the books) We will answer questions at the end.

Can students pictures be used in poster? live answered

Does the digital poster need to be identical to the poster that is for the day of the competition or can they be different? live answered

In the poster, can we use book titles or covers of the books that are not part of this years books? live answered

How close is the bathroom? There are bathrooms on both sides of the pavillion as well as several in the lawn area

Could you clarifty if the choices for the answer to the questions will be a choice of 4 books or they will have to choose from all 12. 4

What time does the parking lot open for the event? There are various parking lots around merriweather, they should be open at anytime but you may wish to check with the Lot if you plan to arrive very early

For costumes, do we need to submit a a picture before hand or will they be judged at the event? At the event

For the poster, can you use elements from the books, just not covers or names.  We are spelling our team names using elements from each book, like a tentacle for an S or a baseball for an O.  I assume that is OK? Yes, as long as it can not be used to “cheat” or give clues

Is it okay if the digital poster is vertical rather than horizontal? live answered

Is it okay if the digital poster is vertical rather than horizontal? That is not preferred but if it's already created, please upload and we will ask the A/V team to work with it.

Quick clarification-- posters should be saved as a JPEG or PNG -- not a PDF file? live answered

Our team made a homemade poster on poster board - is there an option for submitting that? you can take a photo or scan it.

Will teams receive confirmation that digital posters are received? live answered

On the night of the event, to respond to the question, it has to be a student-correct? Correct

How do i know which section that my team is assigned to? Your team’s section was email to your coach on Sunday.

Can all parents/siblings come to watch? yes!

Co-coaches will have availble seating in the 300s section or have to sit on the lawn? live answered

So there will be no demo of the answering device tonight?  That will only be an email at some point in the future? live answered

Can team members bring backpacks to the event? live answered

So the answer choices would look like, for example, A, D, H, L? live answered

how are the sportsmanship category winnders selected? We’ll post the sportsmanship criteria on the FAQs page this week.

Are you still planning to demo how the device will work? live answered

I’m assuming there are no questions where there is more than 1 answer? live answered

You keep saying 12 choices but then also 4 choices? there will be 12 answers

12 choices or 4?! live answered

Can the question be like provide ISBN number or illustrator live answered

Can hats be worn? yes

would you post the faq url here in the answer? It's alway so hard to locate this specific page as it's not search friendly. Thank you https://hclibrary.org/battle-of-the-books/bob-frequently-asked-questions/

Will there be negative scoring for incorrect answer live answered

Is it alphabetical by author or title? live answered

Are T-shirts ok for a costune? Yes!

So students don't need to know the authors to match to the titles then, correct? They will be given author/title? live answered

Do coaches sit with their team? yes

How many questions are there in total for the evening? live answered

Did I miss how the students will be answering the questions? live answered

Will there be a visible timer for the students to see? live answered
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Does the response window start once the question is read twice? yes, it starts after the 2nd reading

Will the students be able to try out the devices before the event? live answered

Is there an elimination round or do all teams go the whole time? live answered

Sorry. I was told we need to put a poster number. I guess it will be in the title. live answered

Epilogues, etc? yes. everything in the book is fair game.

Will there be a submit icon displayed for each question once the answer is selected? live answered

Can you bring a small cooler? yes

Epilogues etc for questions? live answered

will the mini snippet of the next book also be counted? could be.

Will the questions be put on the screen? live answered

are kids allowed to bring hard copies of the books with them? no

Will anyone of the questions include the acknowledgments, magazines feedbacks etc - first and last pages. live answered

submit  icon/button live answered

there are no multiple choice questions then as all options are listed live answered

Will Coaches be allowed to sit with their own teams? I.e., the Coach is not assigned to a different team, but the team they have coached? live answered

Can we use any other online digital platform to create the poster other than google Jamboard live answered

Do coaches sit with their team? yes

Do they always answer as a team or as individual? as a team

are the coaches going to be sitting with thier team one coach can sit per team

Can you please repeat your answer about the extra preview chapters at the end of the books? I believe you stated that questions asked on those extra chapters are fair game, correct? live answered

What happens when you answer a question wrong.  Do you need to leave from your spot or you stay at your spot but you can't answer any more questions...? live answered

Will coaches sit with the students? yes

are kids allowed to wear “smart” watches during battle? live answered

We are sitting with another team not our own? live answered

Is the device they are using to answer the questions provided by you, or should we bring our own? live answered

Can coaches be with team? yes

Sorry 

I missed the question and explanation. Are coaches allowed to sit with their team?

yes

What will the process be for co-coaches switching out during the event? live answered

Do coaches have to arrive early--before their team? live answered

Can parents bring tents to place in the lawn area? live answered

Can the coaches stay with the kids this year? yes

For the costume award, do the teams get judged in the beginning or towards the end? during the first half of the event

are the coaches going to be sitting with thier team yes

Am I understandly correctly that the devices that teams had trouble with last year are the same ones being used this year? Yes. We worked with the vendor on last year’s issues.

Are the posters a requirement? no, but there is a Best Team Poster award

Our poster is vertical - is that allowed? live answered

Is the poster required to be standard poster size.  The one we created is not standard size.  Will that still be accepted? live answered

So the coach will be able to sit with their own team? yes

Can I switch out during the event with a parent of one of my team members?  I do not have a co-coach per se live answered

If only one coach can sit with a team member, how do you suggest bathroom breaks be handled during the middle of the battle (with regards to getting lost/safety) live answered

So the teams original coach is with them the whole time ? yes

I’m sorry I missed the answer to this question: Can students change their answer within the 30 seconds? yes

Would it be possible to send all the Q&A questions asked tonight to the coaches? live answered

Is there still an overall winner with a trophy based on score or only medals based on %? Winners will be based on percentage of correct answers.

can each student bring a copy of the answer sheet? We will provide the answer key.

Just to clarify, earlier it was said that posters are typically horizontal.  Confirming that it can be vertical. live answered

Can a poster be created using Adobe? yes
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'@ our BOB prep session, the librarian indicated that there was an incorrect answer to a question. What happens if that occurs again? live answered

What happens if a device stop working, like battery dies? live answered

Sorry quick one . What about illustrator or publishing house live answered

Apologies for all the questions about sitting with our team. In the earlier meeting it was said coaches would sit with ANOTHER team, I think that's why we're all confused and clarifying! Thank you! live answered

Do we designate one student to submit the answer on the device, or can that responsibility be shared? Can be shared. Just make sure your student(s) know to only hit the submit button once, otherwise the answer won’t be counted.

can both coach and assistant coach  sit with the team live answered

Are more points awarded for earlier answering? (“locking” in answers faster) no

Can our team make a poster for the event in addition to submitting a digital poster? absolutely

all winnner are are announced at event? team name, sportsmanship etc? yes

Are students required to wait until questions have been read twice to submit their answers? no

if there are total 40 questions and each questions get 30 seconds to answer it would only take 20~30 minutes for all the questions. Why would the BOB extend to 11 pm? live answered

Can Kids eat while they are participating do they need to wait till the break? they can eat

Can there be more than one winner in the end or will you keep asking until there is only one? We anticipate there will be more than one winner in this new scoring system.

Is it 90 and 95 pecentage or percentile points? can you clearify your question

Can kids snack during the session or do they need to wait for break they can snack at anytime

Will the kids know if they answer a question incorrectly? yes

will spectators sit on the lawn or in the stadium? lawn

Can kids bring fidgets? yes

Are all students in the venue answering all the questions at the same time? yes

Do we know in real time how many points we have or just at end of round? live answered

Is security going to be at the event? live answered

Are there volunteer opportunities for parents or asst coaches during the event? live answered

In the poster, can we use book titles or covers of the books that are not part of this years books? live answered

Can spectators bring pop up tents for the lawn area? live answered

I missed it earlier; can answers be changed within the 30-sec response time? yes - as long as the person submitting did not already hit submit.

What happens if an answering device doesn’t work or dies during the event? live answered

Are the awards given tothe teams with the top 90 percentage points based on the answers or the top 90 percentile teams? top percentage points

So all teams were given the exact same versions of the books? (some teams like ours received the books late, wanted to ensure they would have the same "bonus" content if it's fair game) Yes, every team was given the exact same set of books.

upon arrival, teams sit anywhere in their section, or is their assigned seating? Assigned seating, which they will receive on arrival.

Will kids get tshirts from the event again this year? Not this year.

How long is the break?  It that the 25 minute dance break? 25 minutes

Will the devices be checked prior to the event? Who do we contact if our device is faulty during the event? The vendor will be available before and during the event.

Will the slides from this presentation be available on the website? yes

Does the whole team need to be there before checking in? live answered

Will a description of the different kinds of questions that can be ask be included with the FAQ? yes - it’s also in the previous presentations already posted to the web page.

Who should a coach contact if they require a reasonable accomodation, eg. an extra seat for an aide? email bob@hclibrary.org asap. We are creating seating assignments this week.

Will the vendors be open? no

So sorry, I don't think I heard this answer correctly. The digital poster should be horizontal and not vertical? live answered

What will you do if you arrive after 6:45 and can't participate? live answered

When will you send something out about the need for volunteers for the event? yes

How many teams will be competing this year? 315

Is it too late to send in need requests for children that have special needs? live answered

If this shows up, are food and beverages allowed at the sections? (Ex snacks for kids) yes

Is there an overall winner with a trophy or just the medals based on finishing % ? live answered

what is the rain date? there is no rain date

If your device doesn't work, what happens to the questions missed? live answered

Wouldn’t the kids miss a question while they are at the troubleshooting station live answered
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But then teams won’t be able to answer questions while getting help with a nonworking device live answered

Wouldnt going to the help desk cause us to miss out during the competition? live answered

If the device stops working and we have to go to tech desk, during the battle, how do they students continue to answer questions? live answered

If the device is taken to tech if not working will 

The team have spare device

live answered

So every team gets just one device yes

Will you be judging the competition live answered

so rain or shine it is to happen on April 28th? yes

what happens if the score is equal for teams live answered

when we are the help desk with a defective remote, how do they answer the questions that are being asked at the same time if that happens, there will not be a way to answer the question

Can the same scool receive both Silver (above 90)  and Gold (above 95)? yes

Can questions missed due to device malfunction be excluded from the teams total?  so they could have a number correct out of 38 instead of 40? live answered

Regarding medals, is it getting 90% of questions correct or the top 10% of teams in each seating section? 90 percent of questions correct

What if one of the team members is unable to make it, can the rest of the team still participate? live answered

If any member of the participating team has to leave middle of the event does the team get disqualified since they may not meet the criteria no, the team will not be disqualified

I may have missed this -- concession stands available or no? no

How many teams will be competing this year? 315

we already prepared the poster and its not horizontal live answered

we can't change it as we spend alot of time preparing live answered

Can you allow kids to have back up pen and paper if the tech issue happens if the issue is persistent it will be sad if kids who work hard are not able to answer live answered

If a student is sick and is out, can there be an alternate? live answered

will we be given spare device ASAP if the existing device is not working live answered

What if you are there on time, but a teammate isn’t? Can I still compete without them? live answered

Will a team be disqualified if any of our teammates unexpectedly no-shows? live answered

Minimum 3 kids needed for registration? Or all kids minimum of 3

Will all these questions be available online so coaches can review with parents later yes

is there a way to review the previous year posters? no

What happens if a team cheats?? We rely on coaches and parents to reinforce the integrity pledge.

I had trouble with zoom. Where can I find the video  of this session? on the website tomorrow

If we cant change the poster what do we do live answered

I may have missed this, but are book cover images part of the questions? yes

Thank you for arranging this wonderful event!  Our students have enjoyed reading these books and that is the best reward of all! Thank you!

how will a team know when their answer was submitted/accepted? live answered

Will there be a projected 30 second timer? live answered

Will there be a brief training session for device use before questioning begins? live answered

Thank you for arranging this meeting !! your welcome! thanks for joining us for BOB!

Want to give a shout out to the team organizing this. THANK YOU SO MUCH. My kids are having fun with the questions and I am sure they will have a great time Thank you! Were happy to hear that you team is having fun, thats what its all about!

can kids eat snacks during the competition? live answered

Will winners be called on stage? live answered

Will they get a trophy? live answered

Will we actually be able to hear the qustions as they are read and answers? live answered

Despite the noise level live answered
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